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======================================================================= 
1) REVISION HISTORY 
======================================================================= 
Version 1.0 - April 17, 2001 

-I am up to where you go to the BIOS Domain for the second 
 time to fight the Blood Knights Officer. 

======================================================================= 
2) Introduction 
======================================================================= 

   -This game is mostly about a person named Akira who wants to 
become a Great Digimon Tamer. He finally becomes a Digimon Tamer after  
all the tests he takes and picks a guard team from the city. He finally  
gets one of his very own Digi-Beetle, which is like a tank: it  



transports you to dungeons and its what you travel in. Akira is  
determined to become the best. He has a rival named Bertran and they  
will always battle to see who's the strongest. 

======================================================================= 
3) What's New In Digimon World 2 
======================================================================= 

   -What's New In Digimon World 2? Actually it's all pretty new. 
In DW1 you had to feed your Digimon and they  were in their "In- 
Training" stage. IN DW2 you start out with a Rookie Digimon. It's  
basically old RPG stuff, you have to train your Digimon- they gain  
experience and learn new techniques. You go to Domains and there is  
also lots of new Digimon Like on for example is Veemon. Have you seen  
the cartoon shows? He is a very great Digimon and he's easy to get! 

======================================================================= 
4) Digimon and ... 
======================================================================= 

   -Digimon and...? Digimon are animal look-alike beings. They can talk  
to you and some are very friendly and maybe perhaps...cute. 
   -Digimon are treated as friends and maybe pets.  
   -Digimon grow to become stronger in this game. While they grow  
levels, they learn new moves and also Digivolve. 
   -All Digimon Digivolve at... 
   -Rookie into a Champion at Level 11. 
   -Champion into Ultimate at Level 21. 
   -Ultimate into Mega at level 31. NOTE: You have to go to you guard  
team and Digivolve it or you can do it in the Device Dome.  

   -Digimon Have something called DP which are Digimon Points. If a  
certain Digimon has 1 DP it will be able to Digivolve and grow more  
levels. When you see that one of your Digimon can't grow any more  
levels, it means that its time to DNA Digivolve it. For Example... 
   -If a Patamon Has 1 DP it will Digivolve into Ninjamon. 
   -If a Patamon Has 6 DP it will be able to Digivolve into Wizardmon. 

         -More to Come- 

======================================================================= 
   5) Tips/Hints 
======================================================================= 

   -In DW2 there are special floor panels or colors. Each color  
represents a power.  
   -Red for Fire, Blue For Water, Purple for Darkness, Gold for  
Machine, and Green For Nature. If you see you Digimon Stats and if you  
see that one of them has the specialty of any of these and if you go to  
a dungeon and if you fight on any of these floor panels your Digimon's  
Attack will increase. 
   -I suggest that you first buy or upgrade your EP, which are Energy  
points to give your Digi-Beetle some battery power. 
   -If you ever get around to get lots of money, I suggest you buy your  



cannons, gifts, and items. 
   -There are 3 types to the Digi-Beetle's body, which are Steel,  
Titanium and Adamantine. 
   -Each type of body can carry different amount of stuff like For  
Example...  
   – The Steel Body can carry 3 cannons while the Titanium can carry 4  
Cannons. 
   -There are 5 types of Cannons and they are... 
     Shooter Gun – Shoots disks, drivers, ROMs, gifts 
     Missile Gun – Shoots missiles to destroy Big Rocks, Electro Spores 
     Bug Zapper – Shoots Bug Zap to Destroy Bug Nests 
     Z Cannon – Shoots Bombs to Damage Enemy 
     R Cannon – Shoots Bombs to raise or lower Digimon's power 
   -I just found a secret. You can get 2 Toy Planes. When you get your  
first Toy Plane from Mark Shultz go to the Digimon Center and get your  
second Toy Plane from Mark's friend. 

          -More To Come- 

======================================================================= 
6) My Digimon And Stuff 
======================================================================= 

   -These are all of my Digimon and their stats, up to the point of my  
game.
   -I will start to DNA Digivolve my Digimon. 
   -When I put (max) it means that that Digimon cant grow any more  
levels. 
   - The Digimon I started with was Agumon I picked the Gold Hawk guard  
team because I want to get a Wargreymon, which is my main objective. 

TEAM-      Wizardmon               Megadramon                 Greymon 

Level:     19 (MAX)                    25                     20(MAX)                  
Tech.:    Thunder ball,          Dark side Attack,          Nova Blast 
          Necro Magic               Wing Blade    
Dp:           0                          0                        0   

Server-     Frigimon               Kabuterimon              Gurrurumon 

Level:      14 (MAX)                 13 (MAX)                  12 
Tech.:     Hail Storm,             Super Shocker,           Air Attack 
           Rock Fist,              Electro-Shocker          Anti-Dote 
           Subzero-Ice punch 
Dp:            0                        0                        0 

             Apemon                  Leomon                 Ikkakumon 

Level:         12                      12                      13 
Tech.:    Mega Bone Stick           Toy Flame,          Harpoon Torpedo 
                                  Beast King Fist  
Dp:             0                       0                      0 



             Yanmamon                Numemon                 Unimon 

Level:          12                     18                    13(MAX) 
Tech.:      Thunder Ray             Party Time            Waking Dream, 
                                                          Air Attack 
Dp:             0                       0                      0 

     
          -More To Come- 

======================================================================= 
   7) Walkthrough 
======================================================================= 

   -I will explain the most important thing in each Domain. 
   -I will tell you to get this specific Digimon If you can... 
   -I will also tell you about the boss and how to beat them. 
   -I will tell you to bring the necessary items to each domain and so  
on...

-After your last test before you become a Tamer you will have to 
choose a guard team. It depends on what guard team you pick to get a  
specific Digimon you want. 
   -If you pick... 
   Black Sword- You will start with Demidevimon 
   Blue Falcon- You will start with Patamon 
   Gold Hawk – You will start with Agumon 

-SCSI Domain- 

Make sure you first train here and get money. 
First thing is first you need lots of EP, so enter this Domain and get  
experience and catch Biyomon. She will be pretty useful (If you are a  
Gold Hawk Tamer catch Biyomon). Go to the Main Gate of Digital City and  
go to the person that can upgrade you Digi-Beetle, and upgrade your EP. 

Boss- Hagurumon 

This boss isn't pretty tough if you have a second teammate. Just keep  
on attacking him if your hp gets low, just use items. 

-Video Domain- 

Like the first mission, just prepare yourself and try to catch a third  
teammate if you already haven't. Your really prepared if you have a lot  
of EP. Its very important cause if your right up to the boss and don't  



have enough EP to continue it's a real bummer! 

Boss- Kokatorimon 

This boss is kind of tough if you don't have a strong team, just be  
prepared with some healing items. 

-Disk Domain- 

Here is where things get tough. You will start to notice some huge  
rocks, but avoid them for now! It's pretty easy when your Digimon are  
all leveled up. Just be prepared the boss battle! 

Boss- Sukamon, Numemon, Demidevimon 

I suggest that you always knock out the middle one, but sometimes kill  
the most deadly one. Start by knocking out Demidevimon whose moves can  
take away your MP. 

-BIOS Domain- 

Here is why you should have become a Gold Hawk Tamer like ME. You get  
to get a Digimon named MetalGreymon, even though I never got him. If  
you got a toy plane from Mark Shultz and his friends use one of them on  
Metal Greymon and his heart will grow BIG. Be prepared, meaning that  
all of your Digimon should be at their Champion Stage by now. 

Boss- Gabumon, Centarumon, Starmon 

I suggest you first kill centarumon because he has a deadly attack.  
After him attack Gabumon and kill him. You'll know why I asked you to  
kill those two. Starmon has a deadly counterattack so leave him for  
last. If you caught MetalGreymon earlier in BIOS Domain he will be  
helpful. 

      -MORE TO COME- 

======================================================================= 
   8) Special Thanks 
======================================================================= 

  -I would like to give special thanks to BANDAI for making such a fun  
and interesting game. 
  -I would like to give special thanks to SCEA to represent this cool  
game.
  -**I would really like to give special thanks to a person named  



Syusup. This person was the main reason I made this FAQ because he  
inspired me with his ideas. I only really took his layout of the FAQ  
and some ideas like the floor panel and the cannons, thank you SYusup** 
  - Also like to give special thanks to my brother who watches the  
cartoons for me and provides me with the names... Thank you Lil BRO! 
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